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ANNEALING OF FAULTED I"OOPS IN GOLD 

Georges Brun 

Inorganic Materials Research Division, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, 
I)epar:tment of Mineral Technology, College of Engineering, 

··University of California, Berkeley, California 

ABSTRACT 

Faulted loops rather than stacking fault tetrahedra a,re found in 

quenched gold if the aging temperature is raised to l50°C. 

The shape of these loops is discussed and both theoretical calc11-

lations and observation under the electron microscope sl1ow that tJ1ey 

are extended. 

Hot stage experiments show that the shrinkage occurs at )1+0°C, 

the loops always keeping a prismatic shape. Th:Ls is explained jn 

terms of a ledge mechanism. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Large vacancy supersaturation can be obtained in gold by quenchinG 

from near the melting point to room temperature; during a subsequent an-

nealing, the vacancies collapse into clusters to reduce the free energy 

of the crystal. Four different categories of clusters were found. 

A. Tetrabcdra.l Stacking Faults 

Tetrahedra of stacking fault vi<::re first observed by Silcox and 

Hirsch. 1 These defects consist of four stacking faults in fou.r different 

(111) planes, joined by stair rod dislocations. Their sizes varied from 
0 0 

lOOA to 4,000A. Their images depended on the orientation of' the foil and 

the diffracting conditions (Fig. 1). 

The formation mechanism of tetrahedra has been considered by several 

authors: 

L Vacancy Olustering and Dislocation. Glide (Silcox and Hirsch
1

) 

The first step was considered to be a Frank triangle formed by 

collapse of vacancy discs. The 1/3 flll] dislocation can split into 

a stair rod and a Shockley on each of the intersecting (111) planes; 

these Shbckleys can. glide in their glide planes to form a tetrahedron. 

2. Dislocation Glide (Hirsch2 and Loretto3) 

In this case the triangular Frru1k loop could be formed by cross 

slip of an extended dislocation at a jog. Then the same glide process 

as above is involved to form a tetrahedron. 

.3. Direct Vacancy Clusterinc: (De cTt)nc; an r1 Koer1ler, 4 
i<:bn:J r.a et al., 5 

C '·t "lJ l D G K hJ '-l·l d f-" 1· .J 7,<'J'.,. ·. ·l ·t· · J 9) _m:, ·erJ. _ anc oyama., · u .. mann v 1. s or:. J. e J a .• , t.Z,Jze < c., .J .• 

A tetravacancy may act a..; a nucleu;:; which grows into a tetrahedron 

by o.bsorption of vacancies at the eci.gec. 
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B. Faulted Loo11S (:Fie;. 5) 

Faulted loops were first observed also by Silcox and Hirsch
1 

and 

their presence explained as the product of destruction of the tetrahedra. 

They always lay in (ill) planes and their sides were always along the 
0 0 

[110] directions. Their sizes varied from about 200A to 4,000A. A diG-

cuss ion about their reaJ_ shape J.c> c;iven later. 

C. ·Perfect LoopG (Fig. 2, Detail G) 

A few perfect prismatic loops were formd.. They were supposed to 

'have been formed by nucleation of a Shockley at the center of a faulted 

loop. This mechanism has been discussed by Saada. 10 He found that this 

was possible only under a high stress. It is likely that these loops 

are formed during the observation in the microscope, due to local heating 

of the specimen by the electron beam. 

D. Black Spot Defects 

When gold was quenched from a low temperature (under Bo0°C), and 

then aged at 100°C, few tetrahedra were formed, instead black spot 

defects appeared. Their nature has been discussed by Meshii, 11 and 

Cotterill.12
z13 The use of dark field strain contrast techniques would 

solve this problem.
28 

Most of the work performed on gold has been concerned with the 

mechanisms of the formation, growth or annealing of tetrahedra. 

For obvious reasons, formation of tetrahedra is impoGsible to 

observe directly rmder the electron microscope. 

First Silcox, 
26 

then ~)cgaU et al. 27 attempted to observe annealing 

of tetrahedra in hot stage experiments. No useful results were obtai11cd 

, 
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because surface diffusion or evaporo.tion eliminates the thinnest regions 

of the foil at a temperature below that at which tetrahedra shrink. 

·Therefore no experimental evidence of these mechanisms has yet ber?f"l 

.. 
given. For reason:; exposed later, jt i.e 11clieved that rnuJ.t(~d J.oops 

shrink with the same mechanh~m a.s tetrahedra, but at a lower tempcr:=tture. 

Therefore the shrinkage can he observed in hot stage experiments. This 

is the object of the present work. 

II. EXP.E:HIM.ENTAL PROCEDURE 

The material used was 99.999% ,.:;0l.d, the main impurit;y being Ag:3 

ppm. The specimens were 2 X 1 in. ami j mil thick. This was small 

enough to avoid too much strain during the quench, but large enough to 

get several electron microscope specimens by electropolishing. 

A. Heat Treatment 

Specimens were first held at l000°C for two days in air. 'l'his 

allowed the grains to grow A.nd the dislocation density to be reduced, 

It was also found that this treatment reduced the concentration of im-

. . 14 
pur1t1es. 

The specimen was heated for 20 minutes to l050°C±5°C and then 

quenched to a selected temperature between +80.°C and -20°C in a brine 

solution. Quenchin~ c.urves were. recorded on an oscillograph with a 

triggering system (Fig. 4). 

Immediatel;r after the quench the specimens .were put in .a furnace 

for an aging treatment. The time f.' lapsed· betwef:>n qHerwh in .. ; ann i nt.ro-

duc1.lon Into tile furnace was rn:.J.dC m; r;hort n.s porH;ib I.e, u:;ually about ;?tJ 

•• 
seconds. During this time preagin~ takes place as emphasized by Meshii.

11 
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The aging temperatures vrere varied from 100°C to h00°C for periods 

between 1/2 hour to 48 hours. Thou~;h the resulting defect subc;tructure 

was not very reproducible, it was consistent with the previous observu-

t . b M h'. 11 1ons y es 11. 

At 1050° C the equiJ.:tbrium concentration of vacancies in r-:old is oi' 

-4 0 the order of 10 • By rapid quench into a bath at 70 C or below, <l 

significant fraction was retained, resulting in growth of large numbers 

of vacancy defects during aging. 

Quenching curves for a bath temperature of 20°C are shown in Fig. 

4a,b. The initial cooling rate was about 20,000°C/sec. 

Large vacancy defects were obtained by keeping the preaging time as 

short as possible so that only a few nuclei were formed. The effect of 

increasing preaging time from 20 seconds to 2 minutes is illustrated by 

Figs. 2 and 3· The longer preaging time results in nucleation of nuny 

more defects. After aging at l50°C for two hours, a relatively large 

fraction of the defects were faulted loops rather than stacking fault 

tetrahedra. 

B. Electropolishing 

A very fast method of obtaining specimens was found. The electro-

lyte used was 50% HCl, 25% ethyl alcohol, and 25% glycerine. The cathode 

was a stainless steel foil. By electropplishing at a current density of 

about 3 amp/cm
2 

at room temperature, electron microscope specimens 

could be obtained from a typical foil in about 10 minutes. 

C. 'rhc Micro:~cor>t~ 

The microscope used wa<; a ~~icrncnc> Elmikroscope I. /\nnealing experi-

mcnts were done with a Vald_re daub}(~ tile hot r;tage whieh could be heated 
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i) 

... up to 360°C. Using the device the rcoolution v.-us not very good maJd.nG 
I 
I ' I 

1' 
quantitative experiments difficult. This was due to the 1J:::e of a 

... modified objective lens necessm:y to fit the larger cpccimfm holder • 

The orientation of the specimen surface was usually close to jtOO]; 

in this case the reflection g: (00<-,) was used giving ::;mall interfrin~;e 

r::cparation for stacking faults so thai; the images of the defects were 

not too d.istorted. This orientation is a convenient one for dist:i.nr;uish-

ing between stacking fault tr:i.anr;h::-; and tetrahedra.. 'l'he orientation 

} 
I, 

-) 

[lll] and g: (220) was also used in Figs. 12-11+. 

The magnification was 20,000 on the plates except in a few ca~;cs 

like Fig. 12 where it was So,ooo. 

,; 

f, ,, 
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III RESULTS 

A. Faulted I,oops in Gold 

Faulted loops were observed h<J.ving 3, 4, 5 or 6 sides always along 

0 0 

(110) directions, their sizes varying from 200A to l+,OOOA. 

1. Triangular IDops 

1" 
Jossang and Hirth :J ca.J culated. the energy of a tnmcated tetrahedron 

taking into account all the interaction energies between nonpara:Jlel 

dislocations, but assuming no interaction with the surfaces. 211cy 

found: 
E l 

J-Lb3 = -12-rr-( -1--v-) ( ~; ) l2(2-x)log (a~')+ F(,x) + vG(x)J 

JL (~J ll-3/4 ll-x)
2 l 

J-Lb b . ..J 

where a is the parameter tald:t;!g into account the effect of the core 

energy. F(x) and G(x) are two functions which they t.abulated,. x being 

the parameter describing the. truncation of the tetrahedron: 

x = 2hf[3 L 

i.e. x = l if the tetrahedron is complete and x = 0 is the tetral1ed:ron 

is a triangular fault surrounded by an undissociated ; (lll) dii>locatinn. 

L is the length of a side of the basal triangle (see Fig. 6). ~l is the 

shear modulus, v the Poisson ratio, 1 the stacking fauJt energy, and b the 

Burgers vector. 

Energy of the defect is plotted as a f\mction of tlle value of x 

. 0 

in Fig. 7 for L = lOOOA. 

Therefore the undissociated triangle should be 1 cs~ stable than 

. one in wl1ich the three + (lll) dislocation segmcntG are split into a 
_) 

stair rod and a Shockley pa.rtial wrJ.i.ch glides a short cli:::tn.nce into 

, 

... 
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its glide plane to form a ribbon of stacking fault. Along the three 
\ 

sides of the triangle there should be narrow ribbons of stacking fault 

in the three other ( lll) planes. I,ctting h be the width of this ribbon 

at equilibrium and xm the corresponding value of the parameter, we next 

consider the values of x as a function of JJ. 
m 

Let H(x) = F(x) + vG(x). 

root of dE/dx = 0. 

The value of x is the smal]_est positive 
m 

l dE 1 
~b3 dx = _l2_7T_(-1--v-) ~ [-2 Log a!:._ + H'(x)l +. 3 .[3 ..::L ( ~ l(1-x). 

b- b ...J 2 ~b b 

Hence x is given by 
m 

H' (x) = 2 Log a ·~ + 187T .f3 (1-v) ~ 

H' (x) = A x + B 

A = 187T J3 (1-v) _:j_ ~ 
. ~b b 

L 
b 

(x-1) 

B = 2 Log a ~ - l87T .[3 (1-v) ~ ~ 
' : '~ 

In Figs. 8 and 9 and Table I the variation of H(x) and H'(x) p~e shown 

for different values of x. The intersection of x = H'(x) and 

y = Ax + B gives the value of x for each value of the parameter L. . m 

(See Fig. 10.) 

The values of the coefficient A and B as fUnctions of L are given 

in Table II. The results are given in Table II and Fig. 11. In all of 

these calculations the values taken for the different parameters are: 

a - 4 ' I 

0 

b = 3A. 

v ::: 0.112 



J_ = 6.2xl0-3 
flb 

The results show that the width of the ribbons should alway::; be 

small, of the order of ma12.:nitude of the limit of resoll;tion of the micro-

scope, and it can be observed only in special conditions. This i:; tl1e 

case in an [ 111] orientation with G = [ 220]. The ( lll) and ( ll'i) stacking 

fault planes are not in contrast wh:i.le two planes of the small ribbons 

(lll) and ('ill) are in contrast. TI1ese two ribbons are clearly visible 

in Figs. J2-14 in spite of their small size. 

In fig. 12 one can see clearly that the defect at the lower right 

is a tetrahedron whereas that at the upper right is a dissociated triangle. 

The magnification is 80,000 on the plate and 1,6oo,ooo on the print. 

In Fig. 14 the same area is shown with the three different values 

of G possible in this orientation close to [111]. One stacking fault 

ribbon is out or' contrast for each reflection. 

2. Faulted Loops With More Than Three Sid.es 

For these defects it was also observed. that the ~(lll) dislocation 

segments were dissociated. 

a. Four-sided loops. There exist two shapes as shown in Figs. 5b and 5c. 

The shape of 5b could be the result of the intersection of a triangle 

with the surface. This is very probable since the thickness of the foil 

is often of the order of magnitude of the size of the loop. Pr9of of 

this can be seen in Figs. l5a-l5f, detail A. There is no stacking fault 

ribbon on one side of the loop which is therefore the intersection of 

the loop and the surface. 

The shape of Fig. 5c is probably the one sl~:etched on fir;. ]"'~ ••. 

The two black lines bordering two sides of the loop are the ribbons of 
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stacking fault. This picture was tG.ken with G = 220 which cxpJains 

why the other ribbons were invisible. This shape cannot be simply the 

result of intersection of a triangJ e vrith the surface. 

b. Five-si.ded loops and 11exagon::;. ;··· tcldng fault r:ihbon:-> \·n~r(~ found 

also in this case. Fir,ure 17c with G -- [11:)] (in this ca:;e three 

·stacldng fault planes are v.lr;i.bJe) :i;; a goorl example. Ont:• :por;::;ible :~lW.j)C 

of this defect has been sketched in Fig. 1Gb. 

Diffraction contrast due to rH;1)ons can also be seen in Fi~.£. 18. 

Only a few hexagons were fmmcl but they also seem to be extended. 'H1i::; 

conclusion is also confirmed hy annealing experiments. 

B. Sl1rj nkage of Defects 

Annealing experiments were made in the hot stage. They '~ere most.ly 

qualitative observations because the temperatl1re was not known within 

better than 5°C, and the resolution did not allow measurement of Uw size 

of the loops with accuracy. 

Parallel experiments made using the normal stage, hence with better 

resolution, complete this vmrk. The results are shown in Figs. 19-22. 

The results of these observations are:. 

i) At a temperature over 340°C the faulted loops shrunk at a fast 

enough rate to be observed. If the specimen was held at this temperature 

they eventually disappeared. 

ii) At 370°C the annealing was very fast. All planar defects are 

annealed out,in less than 5 minutes. 

iii) During the anneal:Lnr,, the :=ide.s of the Joovs olw::w:~ rc;n:cin 

paral1el to (110). No faulted cirr:ulur loop was ever found, evc~n 1·d.t!1 

vr:.ry nlow unnealing s1wh as jl0°C Tor l1B 11ourr;. 

iv) As ha.s been observe• I lly ot.iJcr investig<•.tors, t.ctrn.herlra d:icl not 

shrink at an appreciable rate in this temperature range. 
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IV. DISCUSSION 

Annealing of quenched gold has been studied previously by electrical 

. t' 't ' t 4 ' 11 res1s lVl y measuremen s. These authors found no step in the re-

sistivity curves which would correspond to the disappearance of faulted 

loops at 350°C, only a slight recovery at 400°C which was explained by 

6 16 
another phenomenon. ' 

Their failure to detect a recovery stage at 350 6C can be explained 

by the thermal treatment they applied to their specimens. After quenching 

they aged their specimens at 25°C. As has been pointed out previously 

faulted loops do not appear if a[~ing is carried out beJow 100°C. It is 

of:'interest to consider the possible reasons for this observation. 

A. Formation of Faulted Loops 

l. Triangles 

Three main possibilities exist to explain the formation of faulted 

triangles. 

i) Interaction between a tetrahedron which :i.s larger than critical 

size and a dislocation.B,l7 Pepending on the Burgers vector of thC:! 

cutting dislocation either a stacking fault triangle or a dislocc.tion 

segment is the result. 

ii) Nucleation of a Shockley on one face or at a corn~r of tht~ 

18 
tetrahedron. This mechanism requires a large activation energy as 

0 

shown for instance on Fig. 7 in the case of a tetrahedron of lOOOA. 

However it occurs during observation as shown on Fig. 23 due to high 

stresses created in the specimen by the electron bemn. 

iii) Nucleation and growth as a planar defect. T11c black spot 

d.efects that are observed might grm.; and at some stage cn11apsc to 

.. 
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form a 
l ]' 20 ~ (111) dislocation loop.-~' 

It is possible that after the quench, there are nuclei for both 

tetrahedra and faulted loops (or black spot defects). If the aging 

temperature is over l20°C botb tetrahedra and faulted loops can grow 

by absorption of vacancies. If the temperature is under ti0°C only 

tetrahedra can grow. 

2. Faulted loops Other 'Than Tr:ianc; l.es 

The faulted loops s11ch as Fig. 5b can also be explained. rt::; n. re:-;ult 

of interactj_on betw-een a triangle a.nd a dislocation as emphasized by 

Washburn and Saada.
21 Of course it can also be a triangJe intersecting 

tbe surface. How-ever, other. loops, five-sided loops for instance, are 

not likely to be formed by such intersections. It would require several 

intersections with the same loop. The most likely eXplanation seems to 

be that planar vacancy defects are somehow nucleated. and grow· in various 

shapes. 

D. Shrin]<;.age of loops 

Two experiinental facts must be explained: The temperature at which 

shrinkage occurs and the fact that defects keep the_same shape w'bile 

shrinking. 

l. The Temperature 

It is of interest to consider why planar vacancy defects in gold 

are much less stable than tetrahedra. 

a. The annealing of tetrahedra. It has been explained by three different 

mechanisms. 

i) 1:'ransforrnation of a tetrahr~ilron to a triangle, by nucJ eat:Lon 

i ' '"""' k L3,17 t o. a •1IIOC. Jey, hen shrin1Ulf:~e of tl1e triangJe by· euli.r:::do11 11!' 

vaco.nc:ie:::. This mechani::w1 n·(luirc:_; :l very high activut-.Lon energy and lo 
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therefore improbable. 1.5 

ii) Interstitial atoms eat up the defect. This has been observed 

in irradiated gold, but it is doubtful that it can happen in quenched 

metals where the interstitial concentration is very srnall. 
23,

24 

iii) Ledge mechani'sm. 'l'his mechanism has receive<l much dis-

cussion. 4 , 6 ,B,l5,25,27 Alt"'nough no direct evidence has yet been obtained 

in the case of stacking fault in go:ld, tlle same mecha.nism, respon::;ib.le 

for _growth of precipitates in Ag-Al aJ Joys, was observed in hoi.. ntat~e 

experiments by H.ren and Thomas. 
29 For shrinkage the rneclirm:i.sm is 

essentially the emission of a vacancy at a stair rod d.is location, most 

. 4,6 
probably at a corner of the tetrahedron. . Nucleation and then m:igra-

tion of "I ledges" (see Fig. 24a) can explain the shrinkage of tetra

hedra. The activation energy of the process (4.7 eV after Meshii
11

) 

implies a very low value of the energy per atomic length of the stair 

rod dipole, (about l/20 eV), which does not seem unreasonable. From 

resistivity measurements it is observed that the annealing temperature 

for tetrahedra is about 650°C. 

c. The annealing of faulted loops. The faulted loops in gold are ex-

tended. Therefore, they may also have to shrink by a ledge mechanism. 

This process requires the nucleation of I ledges which in case of 

tetrahedra needed a high activation energy. The fact that faulted loops 

anneal at a lower temperature may indicate that nucleation of I ledges 

on sides like DE, EF, DF (Fig. 24c) which are Shockley dislocations in-

stead of stair rod, require a smaller activation energy. It is probable 

that the nucleation would. be ea::;i.er rtt the corners D, E, F, wl1icl1 rtre 

different :from cornen; like A, B, C. 

2. 'l'he Shape of Defects Durjng Annealing 

The triangular shape is a rather high energy configuration. 'rhe 
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loops should become hexagons or circular loops as soon as the temper~ture 

is high enough to allow vacancies to move. This did not happen and is 

explained by the fact that triangles are extended; the formation·of a new· 

side would req_uire a rather high activation energy. 

The result is slightly different in the case of loops ''i th more·. 
"•,, 

than three sides. Corner A (see Fig. 16b) can be removed more easily 

than the corners of a triangle. It W<l.S somet:iJnes observed that a 

five-sided loop became a four-sided loop during the shrinkage. 

All defects remained prismatic ciuring shrinkage, with their sicies 

along (110) directions. Since they are extended, the shrinkage may also 

be explained in terms of a ledge mechanism, involving an activation 

energy close to that req_uired for shrinkage of triangles, probable a 

little lower since the nucleation of a ledge at a 120 6 corner, where 

the two ribbons are not on'the same side of the loop, ·should be easier 

.... 0 . -
than for .a bO corner • 

. ,, 

'• ~· -

·, . 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

1. Both stacking fault tetrahedra and stacking fault loops of 

various shape are formed from excess vacancies when quenched gold is 

aged at 150°C. 

2. Edges of all defects were always parallel to a [110] direction. 

3. From the energy of a truncated tetrahedron15 it' Has sho1m that 

stacking fault triangles in gold should be extended. F.xperimental 

evidence of this was obtained, using special conditions of diffraction 

in observing the defects with an electron microscope. 

4. Faulted loops with more than three sides were also found to be 

extended. 

5. Annealing experiments sho·.-red that planar defects shrink at a 

lower temperature than tetrahedra (abo~t 350°C) and that their sides 

remain parallel to (110/ during shrinkage. 

6. The observations are consistent with a ledge mechanism for 

· shrinkage • 

.. '. 

•: . ,1' 

. ! 

, 
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TABLE I 

X H(x) H' (x) '4-· 

0.001 14. J.jjl+ 
~ 

0.005 11.238 -799.0 
0.01 9.882 -271.2 
0.02 8.500 -138.2 

0.03 7.770 -73.0 
o.o4 7.227 -51+.3 

0.05 6.810 -41.7 
o.o6 6.471 -33.9 
0.07 6.186 -28.5 
0.08 5.94-o -24.6 

0.09 5-722 -21.8 

0.10 '5.529 -19.3 
0.20 4.255 -9.20 
0.30. 3.505 -6.)5 
o.4o 2.986 -4.55 
0.50 2.623 -3.10 
o.6o 2.387 -1.90 

.. 0.70 2.269 -0.70 
o.so 2.270 +0.45 
0.90 2.414 +2.10 
1.00 2.860 +7.75 

' ) 
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TABLE II 

.. 
(A) 1-1(A) L A B X ... m 

200 27 -15.9 0.2 )11 .• 61+ 
'-

230 0.15. ::::1).6 

500 67.5 -511 0.045 1<). )~ 
! 
'. 1000 135 -120 0.022 1<).0 

2000 270 -255 0.011 19.0 

3000 405 -383 o.oo8 20.7 

:I 

·~ 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Different aspects of sta.cking fault tetrn.hecira. n.) orientatlou 

b) orientation close to f~ooj G == ;:22~J 

Defects in gold after a quench from 1050°C in brine at 20°C, 

the preaging time is about 20 sec. 

Defects in gold after same quench as above but the preaGing time 

is two minutes. 

Quenching curves: a) water at 20°C, b) brine o.t 20°C, c) water 

Faulted loops. 

The real shape of trin.ng:ular defects. 

Plot E(x), the energy of a truncated tetrahedron of side 

0 

L == lOOOA as a function of the truncation. 

H(x) (cf. Table I). 

H' (x) (·cf. Table II). 

Graphic determination of the root of H' (x) = Ax + B. 

Fig. 11 Plot h(L) giving the width of the stacking fault ribbon as a 

function of the size L of the triane;le. 

Fig. 12 Stacking fault ribbon and tetrahedron seen at the magnificat:inn 

1,6oo,ooo. 

Fig. 13 Triangles and tetrahedra in a [111] orientation with G = [220]. 

Fig. 14 The same area seen under 3 different G of the type (220) • 

Fig. 15 The same area seen under six different values of G. 

Fig. 16 Sketch of 4- and 5-sided loops. 

:Wig. 17 The same n.rea unrler 3 d:U'fcrcnL G. 

Fig. 18 A five-sided loop in 2 different G. 

Fig. 19 Hot stage experiment, each after 10 minutes at )110° C. 
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Fie. 20 Hot stage: a) before , b ) afte r 5' 0 

at 350 c, c) a.fter 22 ' 

.. 
0 

at 350 C • 

Fig. 21 Hot stage: a) before, b ) 5' at 350°C. 

Fig. 22 Hot stage: a) before, b ) ,. , 
at 350°C. 

Fig . 23 Transformation tctro.hecl.ron triangle under the beam in Lhc 

microscope. The t-wo pictures arc t:nken a t t en minute~ inte rvn.ls . 

Fig. 24 Ledges on a tetrahedr on . a ) I Ledges , b) V Ledges . 
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This report was prepared a~ an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of ariy information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 

of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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